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ABSTRACT 
Necessary and sufficient conditions are established for a linear estimator to be 
admissible among the set of all homogeneous and inhomogeneous, linear estimators 
under a linear model with the vector of parameters subject to linear restrictions. These 
conditions are then utilized to characterize influence that restrictions involved in a 
linear model have on the class of admissible linear estimators. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper, we will write L E &,,, n if L is an m X n real 
matrix, L E &L if L E 4, n and is symmetric, L E 4: if L E M: and is 
nonnegative definite, and i E &,’ if L E 4’$ and is nonsingular. Given 
L E An,,“, the symbols L’, r(L), v(L), and M(L) will stand for the trans- 
pose, rank, column space, and null space, respectively, of L, whereas Lt will 
stand for the Moore-Penrose inverse of L, that is, for the unique solution to 
theequationsLL+L=L,L+LL+=L+,(LL+)’=LL+,and(L+L)‘=L’L. 
Moreover, given L E A,,“, the symbols tr(L) and 7(L) will stand for the 
trace and spectrum, respectively, of L. 
Let 
M = {Y,XB, a2V} (I.11 
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denote a linear model in which Y is an observable random vector with 
expectation E(Y) = Xfi and with dispersion matrix D(Y) = a2V, where X E 
JH with r(X) = p, and V E JZ,’ are known, while I!! E Jt;/,,, and a2 > 0 
arc%known parameters. Further, let 
Mr = {Y,XfiIRp = r, 02V} (1.2) 
denote a restricted linear model obtained from M by imposing on l3 con- 
sistent linear restrictions Rl3 = r, which results in reducing the parameter 
space 0 = &,,i x (0, cc), corresponding to the model M, to 0, = {R+ r + 
M’(R)} X(0, co), corresponding to the model Mr. It is well known that the 
best linear unbiased estimators of p in the models (1.1) and (1.2) are 
fJ=w-‘yv-ly (1.3) 
and 
B,=b-W-‘R’(RW-‘R’)+(Rb-r), (1.4) 
respectively, where 
W=X’VP’x, (1.5) 
and the term “best” is used in the usual sense that each of the estimators (1.3) 
and (1.4) has minimum dispersion matrix among all estimators which belong 
to the set 
and are unbiased for fi under the corresponding model. In the present paper, 
members of 9 are examined from the standpoint of their admissibility for R, 
understood according to the following. 
DEFINITION. Let M, be either of the models (1.1) and (1.2), let 0 * be 
the parameter space of M,, let Kp E M4,, be a given vector of parametric 
functions, and let S E MC. Then an estimator AY + a E 9 = { GY + g : G E 
A! g E Afq I } is said to be admissible for K/3 among 9 under M * if there 
do&“not exist bY + g E 9 such that the inequality 
ps(GY+g; IQ) G Ps(AY+a; KP), 
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where 
ps(GY+g; KB)=E[(GY+g-KB)‘S(GY+g-KB)], (1.6) 
holds for every pair (B, (I 2, E 0 * and is strict for at least one such pair. 
This definition is to be supplemented by pointing out that the choice of 
the weight matrix S is immaterial for the problem, for, as can be shown 
following Shinozaki [7], Rao [5], and Hoffmann [2], if an estimator AY + a is 
admissible for KB with respect to the risk function (1.6), then it is admissible 
for KB with respect to any quadratic risk function of the form (1.6), with S 
replaced by an arbitrary member of AC. Consequently, no loss in generality 
arises by restricting attention to the unweighted quadratic risk function, 
defined as in (1.6) with S = I E J!~,~ and denoted by the unsubscripted p. 
The problem of admissibility of linear estimators was investigated first by 
Cohen [l] in the context of a simple location model {Y, 5, ~~1). Ten years 
later, an exhaustive study of the problem was given by Rao [5] for the more 
general model (1.1). Hoffmann [2] developed a characterization of admissible 
linear estimators under the model (1.1) with B restricted to vary within an 
ellipsoid. The main purpose of the present paper is to establish criteria for 
admissibility of linear estimators of B when B fulfils exact linear restrictions, 
as specified in (1.2). The criteria obtained are then utilized to characterize 
influence that restrictions involved in a linear model have on the class of 
admissible linear estimators. In comparison with the works mentioned above, 
the set of estimators considered here is extended by including inhomogeneous 
linear estimators in addition to homogeneous ones. This extension appeared 
indispensable in case of the model (1.2) with r z 0, and was adopted also in 
the remaining cases for uniformity of discussion. It may be remarked that the 
results concerning admissibility among the set of all homogeneous and 
inhomogeneous, linear estimators which, to the authors’ knowledge, have 
hitherto been given in the literature, are those derived by Rao [5] in the 
context of a location model, by LaMotte [3] in the context of Bayes affine 
estimation, and by Liski [4] in the context of the unrestricted model (1.1). 
2. UNRESTRICTED MODEL 
The first objective in this section is to establish necessary and sufficient 
conditions for admissibility of linear estimators for a given vector of paramet - 
ric functions under the unrestricted linear model (1.1). This general criterion 
will then serve as a basis for developing other results, including primarily a 
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characterization of the class of admissible estimators for p under the re- 
stricted model (1.2). 
THEOREM 1. 
the set 
An estimator AY + a is admissible for KP E My. r among 
9 = {GY + g: G E J?!_, 
{Y,Xp, o2V} if and only if 
g E Jlcj,l } under the model M = 
V&A’) c V(X), (2.1) 
AXW -‘K’E&” 4 ’ (2.2) 
and 
a E @(K-AX), (2.4) 
where W = X’V _ ‘X. 
Proof. For any L E _&IQ, n denote L = K - LX. Then, for any GY + g E 99, 
the quadratic risk function p(GY +g;KP) is expressible as 
p(GY+g;KP)=a’tr(GVG’)+(GP-g)‘(GP-g). (2.5) 
The crucial point of the proof is to show that 
AY + a is admissible for K p among 9 under M (2.6) 
if and only if (2.4) holds and 
AZ is admissible for Ky among ?JO under Ma, (2.7) 
where gao= {GZ:GE.A!,,~} and MO= {Z,Xy,a2V}, with some y varying 
over the entire A, r. 
To establish nedessity of the conditions (2.4) and (2.7), first suppose that 
(2.4) is not true, that is, a E U(A). Consequently, there exist ar E %‘(A) and 
a2 E .M(A’) such that a = a, + a2, with a2 # 0. But then, in view of (2.5), it 
follows that 
p(AY+a;Kp)-p(AY+a,;KB)=af2a2>(), 
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which is a contradiction with (2.6). Now suppose that (2.4) holds but (2.7) 
does not. The latter means that there exists GZ E g0 such that the inequality 
_- 
o2 tr(GVG’)+y’G’Gy < a2tr(AVA’)+y’AAy (2.8) 
holds for every pair (y, a2)c A,,, x (0, cc) and is strict for at least one such 
pair. It is clear that y may be represented in the form y = 6 --A+ a, with R 
varying over dP,i. But then Ay = A$ -a, as a E %?(A), and Gy = GR -g, 
with g = GA+ a. Consequently, (2.8) transforms to the form 
a2tr(GVG’)+(GB-g)‘(GB-g)~u2tr(AVA’)+(AP-a)’(AP-a), 
(2.9) 
which, in view of (2.5) contradicts (2.6). The proof of necessity is complete. 
Conversely, suppose that AY + a, with A satisfying (2.7) and a satisfying 
(2.4) is not admissible for Kfi among 9 under M. This means that there 
exists GY + g, with G E J@,, n and g E F(G), such that the inequality (2.9) 
holds for every pair (p, u 2, E .MP, r x (0, cc) and is strict for at least one such 
pair. Setting p = y +A+ a, with y varying over AP,i, and g, = g-GA” a 
transforms (2.9) to the form 
u2 tr(GVG’)+ (Gy -g,)‘(Gy -gi) < u2 tr(AVA’)+y’A’Ay, (2.10) 
which entails 
-- 
(Gy -g,)‘(Gy 31) < Y'A'AY. (2.11) 
By putting y = 0 it follows from (2.11) that g, = 0. Consequently, (2.10) 
simplifies to (2.8) thus leading to a contradiction with (2.7) and concluding 
the proof of sufficiency. The result of Theorem 1 now follows by applying 
Theorem 6.6 of Rao [5], on account of which the triplet (2.1) (2.2) (2.3) is 
equivalent to (2.7). n 
Theorem 1 can now be utilized to obtain a result which is comparable 
with Corollary 2.2.1 of Liski [4]. 
THEOREM 2. An estimator AY +a is admissible for p among the set 
.F = {FY+f:FE .&I,,,, f E Jl,,l} under the model M = {Y,XP,u2V} if 
and only if 
XAV E Ju;, T(AX) C [O,l], and a E %?(I-AX). (2.12) 
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Proof. The last condition in (2.12) follows immediately from (2.4) by 
substituting I in place of K. The same substitution simplifies (2.2) and (2.3) to 
the forms 
~w-‘=w-‘x’A’ (2.13) 
and 
Axw-‘-Axw-‘x’NE_4l” 
P ’ 
(2.14) 
respectively. Further, the inclusion (2.1) means that A’ = V ‘XL for some 
LEAPP . Substituting this into (2.13) gives L = L’, which entails 
XAV = VA’X’, (2.15) 
the first condition in (2.12). On the other hand, postmultiplying (2.15) by 
V ~ ‘XW ~’ and using (1.5) leads to (2.1), while pre- and postmultiplying 
(2.15) by W P’X’V-’ andV-‘XW-‘, respectively, gives (2.13). This shows 
that (2.15) is equivalent to the pair (2.1), (2.13). Finally, from (2.13) it follows 
that T = W ‘j2AXW ‘I2 E &‘f. Consequently, (2.14) may equivalently be writ- 
ten in the form T-T2~.Hz. Since this relation holds if and only if 
r(T) c [0, l] and since T(T) = r(AX), the proof is complete. n 
A by-product of Theorem 1 is the following criterion for admissibility of 
homogeneous linear estimators of l3. 
COROLLARY 1. An estimator AY is admissible for p among the set 
~-={FY+~:FEA P,n, f E J.@,,~} under the model M = {Y,X/3,a2V} if 
and only if 
XAV E J/Z: and 7(AX) c [O,l]. (2.16) 
3. RESTRICTED MODEL 
It is known that the general solution to a consistent set of linear equations 
Rl3 = r, with r E V(R), may be written in the form 
l3 = R+r+U$, (3.1) 
where U, is any matrix of full column rank such that %‘(U,) = N(R). In 
consequence (cf. Rao and Mitra [6, p. 144]), the model (1.2) is equivalently 
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expressible as 
{ Y,,XU$, u2v} 7 (3.2) 
where 
Y,=Y-XR+r, (3.3) 
6 is a new vector of unknown parameters, and XV, is of full column rank, 
since 
r(XU,) = r -r(R)=p-r(R). 
Further, it can easily be verified with the use of (3.1) and (3.3) that, for any 
N-tf ES, 
Hence it follows that AY + a is admissible for p among 9 under the model 
(1.2) if and only if AY, + a - (I - AX)R ’ r is admissible for U,S among 9 
under the model (3.2). Consequently, Theorem 1 leads to the following. 
THEOREM 3. An estimator AY + a is admissible for p among the set 
9-={N+~:FE.M 
a2V} if and only if 
,,“, f E-M,,,} under the model M,= {Y,XPIRP = r, 
@(A) c v(U), XAV E dzif;, +Jq c [o, 111 
and a-(I-AX)R+rE%‘[(I-AX)U], (3.4) 
where U is any matrix such that %?(U) = N(R). 
Proof. On account of Theorem 1, AY, + a - (I- AX)R+ r is admissible 
for U,S among 9 under the model (3.2) if and only if 
g(VA’) c V(XU,), (3.5) 
AXU,w,~ ‘u; = U,w,~ ‘u;x ‘A’ ) (3.6) 
AXUoWop 'U,l - AXU,w,- ‘U,X’A’ E _Mp” , (3.7) 
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and 
a-(I-AX)R+r E %?(U,-AX&), 
where 
w, = U,X’V lxu,, = U(( WV,, 
The equivalence of the triplet (3.5), (3.6), (3.7) to the conditions %(A) c g(Q), 
XAV E d”,, and 7(AX) C [O, l] follows by arguments similar to those used in 
the proof of Theorem 2. The possibility of replacing U,, in the subspaces 
%?(U,) and %?[(I--AX)&] by any U satisfying the equality g(U) = N(R) is 
obvious. W 
A comparison of the relations in (2.12) with those in (3.4) shows a 
difference between the conditions pertaining to a vector a. This difference 
becomes more intelligible if one observes that the relation a E %?(I - AX) is 
equivalent to the condition 
a = (I-AX)c for some c, 
while the relation a - (I - AX)R+ r E %? [(I - AX)U] is equivalent to the condi- 
tion 
a = (I-AX)c for some c satisfying Rc = r. (3.8) 
All the estimators characterized in Corollary 1 are admissible estimators of 
B among F under M with the additional property of being homogeneous 
linear estimators. In case of the model M,, however, such estimators exist 
only when r = 0. 
COROLLARY 2. A necessary condition for a honwgeneous linear estirnutor 
AY, with A E JH~,~, to be admissible for p among 9 = {N + f : F E .k ,, ,, , 
f E JZ,,~} under the model M,= {Y,XPIRP = r, a2V} is that r = 0, in 
which case AY is admissible for p among .F under M,, if and only if 
%(A) G U(U) > XAVEJHA, and 7(AX) c ((),I], (3.9) 
where U is any matrix such that %‘(U) = N(R). 
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Proof Suppose that AY is admissible for l3 among F under M,. On 
account of Theorem 3 and the characterization of a given in (3.8), this means 
that 
(I-Ax)c=o (3.10) 
for some c satisfying Rc = r and A satisfying the first three conditions in (3.4). 
Premultiplying (3.10) by R and using the equality RA = 0, which is a 
consequence of the inclusion %(A) c g(U), it follows that Rc = 0. This is 
compatible with Rc = r only when r = 0. The second part of Corollary 2 
follows immediately from Theorem 3. n 
By comparing the conditions in (3.4) with those in (2.12) it easily follows 
that every estimator which is admissible for l3 among F under a restricted 
model M, is also admissible for l3 among 9 under the unrestricted model M, 
irrespective of the restrictions RR = r involved in M,. Moreover, comparing 
the conditions in (3.9) with those in (2.16) shows that the same conclusion is 
valid when considering admissibility of homogeneous linear estimators of l3 
under the models M and M,. A more general characterization of the 
influence that restrictions have on the class of admissible estimators is given in 
the following. 
THEOREM 4. Let dr, ana! JY’~, denote the classes of estimators that are 
admissiblefm @ among g = {FY+f:F E J?~,~,, f E Ap,i} under the mod- 
els M,, = {Y,X8lR,B = rl, a2V} and MT2 = {Y,Xj3(R,R = r2, a2V}, respec- 
tively, and let Yl and .Y2 denote the linear manifolds {R: ri + Jlr(R, )} 
and {Ri r2 + N(R,)}. Then: 
(i) J$=, C ,“p,, ifand only ifYl C_ Y2, 
(ii) Ar, = SS?~, if and only if 9, = Y2, 
(iii) J”yi, f~ A!*, = 0 if and only if Yl f’ Y2 = 0, when ri # 0 or r2 # 0; 
and .GS?=, n “al,, = (0) ifand only if_sP, CT 9, = {0}, when ri = 0 and r2 = 0. 
Proof (i): Let U, and U, be any matrices such that %(U,) = .N”(R i) and 
%‘(U,) = N(R,). In view of Theorem 3, it can easily be verified that 
A,Y+a,, with A,=U,(Ui’X’V~lXU,)tUi’X’V-’ and a,=(I-A,X)R:r,, 
is a member of _QZ’~,. Consequently, if dr, c SZZ’~,, then A,Y + a, E LZ?‘~~, and 
hence, on account of the first condition in (3.4) and because %‘(A,) = U(U,), 
it follows that 
@FJ,) G W2). (3.11) 
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Another member of s@~, is A,Y + a, with A, = 0 and a, = R: ri. On account 
of the last condition in (3.4), the relation &r, c L&‘~, then implies that 
R~r,-R~r,E%?(U2), (3.12) 
which concludes the proof that B?~, c “4,, entails 9’, c y2, as the latter 
inclusion is just equivalent to the pair (3.11) (3.12). The converse of this 
implication is obvious. 
(ii): The result (ii) is an immediate consequence of (i). 
(iii): Assume first that rr f 0 or r2 # 0, in which case neither 0 E 9’1 n 9, 
nor, according to Corollary 2, 0 E J&lr, n dr,. Suppose that 9’i n Y2 + 0, and 
let s # 0 be a common element of 9i and y2. In view of Theorem 3, it is 
clear that the estimator identically equal to s is then a common member of 
d,., and ,“4,,, which contradicts the condition 58,, n ,“4,, = 0. Conversely, 
suppose that .sJ~, n dr, + 0, and let AY + a be a common member of dr, 
and -“p,,. On account of the last condition in (3.4), this means that there exist 
1 i and 1, such that 
(I-AX)(R:r,+U,l,)=(I-AX)(Rzr,+U,l,). (3.13) 
Premultiplying (3.13) by R i and using the equalities R ,A = 0 and R ,U, = 0 
implies that 
R,[R:r,-(Rir,+U,l,)] =O, 
or, equivalently, that 
which contradicts the condition Y, n 9, = 0. In the case where ri = 0 and 
r2 = 0, the equivalence of the statements s&‘~, n dr, = (0) and Y, n <sP, = (0) 
follows by the same arguments. n 
It may be remarked that, according to Theorem 3, the estimator 0, 
defined in (1.4) is admissible for p among 9 under the model M, = 
{Y, X R 1R R = r, u “V}. Further, Theorem 4 asserts that & is admissible for p 
also under the unrestricted model ,M = {Y, XR, a2V} irrespective of the 
choice of R and r E V(R) involved in l$. This may be viewed as an argument 
supporting those estimation procedures which utilize B, not only in cases 
where the restrictions Rp = r are known to hold, but also in cases where these 
restrictions are hypothetical and uncertainty exists if they are actually true. 
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The results of this paper show that the restricted estimator 8, remains 
admissible for p even if B does not satisfy any restrictions whatsoever, while 
on the other hand, the unrestricted estimator b becomes inadmissible 
whenever p does satisfy at least a single linear restriction. 
The authors are grateful to the refmee for his helpful comments and 
suggestions. 
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